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LRM to Represent Juncos Racing in Brazilizan Driver Search
Brownsburg, IN (November 27, 2012) – Juncos
Racing is pleased to announce Brazilian based
Lacaille Race Management (LRM) will officially
represent the team in search for new young
Brazilian drivers to bring into the Mazda Road
to Indy program. This union will give Juncos
Racing and LRM the opportunity to transition
Brazilian drivers into the next level of their
racing career within the United States.
Developing drivers from across the world,
Ricardo Juncos is focused on adding young
Brazilian drivers to Juncos Racing and is confident Brazil can produce champions in the
American market. Juncos believes that the partnership with LRM will give Brazilian drivers the
guidance they need in order to transition into the culture, language, and lifestyle of United
States.
“It is an honor for Juncos Racing to be represented in Brazil by LRM, a very serious and
recognized company that knows Brazilian motor racing,” said Juncos. “This agreement will take
our team closer to the Brazilian driver’s market that is one of the best in the world when you
talk about young talented drivers. We are very confident that with this partnership, not only
our team, but Brazilian drivers will be benefited. We will work very close with LRM to guarantee
a great platform for the introduction of drivers in the Road to Indy.”
Joir de Lacaille, Director of LRM, sees a great opportunity to represent Juncos Racing in Brazil.
Through LRM, Lacaille has developed a prestigious name among Brazilian drivers by giving the
full support they need to advance to the next level of their careers.
“I’m very happy to represent the Juncos Racing team in Brazil,” said Lacaille. “This is an
incredible opportunity for LRM to be a partner of one of the best teams in the Mazda Road to
Indy program. They have a very modern work philosophy, always focusing on driver

development inside and outside of the track. Also they are at a very high technical level and
knowledge of a race car.”
About Juncos Racing: Juncos Racing is based in Brownsburg, Indiana, U.S.A. just outside the
“racing capital of the world,” Indianapolis, Indiana. In 1997 Ricardo Juncos, Team Owner,
established Juncos Racing, a full-service Formula Racing Team, based in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. For five years Juncos Racing competed in various National Championships
throughout South America and eventually made their way to the United States, opening the
doors in 2003 to their first karting shop based in Miami, Florida. During the next few years
Juncos Racing captured 19 Local, Regional, and National karting Titles. Juncos Racing entered
into the Star Mazda Championship presented by Goodyear in 2009 and claimed their first
championship in the 2010 Star Mazda Championship with driver Connor Daly. 2012 will be the
biggest year for Juncos Racing marking the third year in the Star Mazda series and entering
their first year in the Firestone Indy Lights Series. For more information, please visit
www.juncosracing.com.
www.twitter.com/juncosracing
www.facebook.com/juncosracing
www.youtube.com/juncosracing
About LRM: Director Joir de Lacaille of LRM (Lacaille Race Management) is dedicated to
managing race car drivers careers by generating professional opportunities. LRM’s mission is to
prepare racing drivers into the national and international markets.
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